2D Joint Inversion of DCR and MT/RMT Data by Using Structured
and Unstructured Mesh: Comparison study
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1

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

A new two-dimensional joint Radiomagnetotelluric and Direct current resistivity inversion
algorithm was developed by using unstructured mesh. The Finite Elements method was
used in forward modeling part of the algorithm. The imaging of surface topography and
underground resistivity structures by the new algorithm requires fewer elements than
those using structured grids. Therefore, the developed algorithm is faster than traditional
2D inversion algorithms.
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INTRODUCTION

There are various study about 2D joint inversion of
DCR and MT/AMT/RMT data (Sasaki 1989; Candansayar and Tezkan 2008). In all these
previous studies, structured mesh used both in modeling and inversion part of the joint
inversion algorithms. In recent years, unstructured mesh have been used for inversion of
DCR (Günther, et al. 2006) and MT data (Key 2012).
Different from previous studies, a new 2D joint inversion algorithm was developed for MT/
RMT and DCR data by using finite element unstructured mesh. Triangular
parameterization is used in both forward solution and inverse solution part of the joint
inversion algorithm.

Synthetic data II

The second synthetic data was generated from a model that simulate copper mining area.
The model consist of five different units which are altered dacite(50 ohm and 100 ohm-m, no
copper includes), phyllite dacite(20 ohm-m, include disseminated mineralized copper ),
potassic dacite(5 ohm.m include vein mineralzed copper) and clay(10 ohm-m). We assumed
31 electrodes with 10 m interval (down
arrows) and 31 RMT stations (red points) with 1 m
interval. The RMT response of the model was calculated for the frequencies 10, 30, 100, 300,
kHz and AMN electrode arrays were used for the DCR response. DCR data calculated for 7
levels for different dipole length, a=10 and 20 meters.

3 THE INVERSION ALGORITHM
We used a regularized inversion approach with a smoothing stabilizer. In each iteration the following matrix equation is solved (Candansayar and Tezkan, 2008); by using QR solver.
Wd : Data weighting matrix
A : Jacobian matrix
α : Regularization parameter
C : Smoothing matrix
Δd : Data differences vector
Δm : Parameter correction vector
mi : Parameter column vector for i-th iteration

 Wd Δd 
 Wd A 


 Δm = 
  C 
-  Cmi 

The jacobean matrix (A) and the Δd vector were calculated for the joint inversion as follows
(Candansayar and Tezkan 2008):
 Wdcr A dcr 
 Δddcr 
A
 and Δd  

W
A
Δd
 rmt rmt 
 rmt 
Adcr : Jacobean Matrix for DCR
Armt : Jacobean Matrix for RMT

Wdcr : Data weighting vector for DCR
Wrmt : Data weighting vector for RMT

Δddcr : Data differences vector for DCR

Δdrmt

: Data differences vector for RMT

4 SYNTHETIC DATA
We compared the new joint inversion algorithm with the joint inversion algorithm developed by
our group (Candansayar and Tezkan 2008; Demirci et al. 2012). The developed algorithm tested
with two synthetic and a field data and results are compared with 2D joint inversion with
structured mesh.
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FIELD DATA

The study area is located in the western part of the Eastern Taurus in the Southeastern of
Turkey. Geolgy map of the study area is given as left. The copper field was identified by
mechanical soundings in Elbistan, Kahramanmaraş, Turkey in 2012. We collected RMT data
with the newly developed RMT instrument (Tezkan & Saraev, 2008) and DCR data with
ZONGE equiments along a profile to test our algorithms. Because we had obtain good results
in inversion of Synthetic data II, we measured RMT and DCR data same as that example.
The measured data are inverted by both algorithms. Models, which were obtained by the
results of the inversions, are presented in Figures. RMS values are shown on the models.
Acording to the S1 drilling. There is copper deposit after the first eight meters (disseminated
and vein type mineralized form). The low resistivity zone in joint inversion, fits well with the
geological log information. Especially, the upper boundary of the copper layer was nicely
detected. S1 drilling information is also available on the DCR and RMT profile

Geology Map

Misfit Sections

Synthetic data I
The model was generated to simulate an archeological model. We thought that an archeological
model consist of two antique grave (Pithos) which are generally have high resistivity or if it is
filled by clay it is conductive. To simulate this model, two pithos with 5 ohm-m and 500 ohm-m
resistivity were buried in 50-ohm-m homogenous medium.
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3800

36792

Modeling CPU Time

0.55 s.

4.12 sn.

Number of Parameter

2705 (Triangle)

4032 (Square)

Inversion CPU Time
(per iteration)

DCR

RMT DCR+RMT

5.3 sn. 3.0 sn.

9.7 sn.

DCR

RMT

13.2 sn. 5.3 sn.
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Inversion Results

A : Area of Triangle
h1,2,3 : Edge length of triangle

4A 3
q= 2 2 2
h1 +h 2 +h 3

19.5 sn.

Number of Iteration

6

6

5

8

9

8

RMS

1.12

1.01

1.10

1.19

1.10

1.18

Average resistivity was assumed 50 ohm-m. We assumed 25 electrodes with 1 m interval (down
arrows) and 25 RMT stations (red points) with 1 m interval. The RMT response of the model was
calculated for the frequencies, 100, 300, 500, 1000 kHz and ABMN electrode arrays were used
for the DCR response. DCR data calculated for 8 levels for different dipole length, a=1, 2, and 3
meters.
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CONCLUSIONS
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